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ABSTRACT 

A study was undertaken to determine whether 

cytogenetic abnormalities can be identified in an invasive 

melanoma cell population that has been selected in vitro 

out of a larger cell population of low invasive potential. 

The selecting agent was a denuded human amniotic membrane 

situated within Mega-Membrane Invasion Culture System 

chambers. Invasive cells were collected, grown, and 

harvested for cytogenetic analysis. Metaphases of these 

cells were examined for chromosomal abnormalities and for 

evidence of gene amplification in the form of double minute 

chromosomes. Invasive cell lines evinced changes in their 

degree of aneuploidy which were not seen in parental 

control lines of the same passage number. Significant 

karyotypic abnormalities identified in invasive cell lines 

were an increased dosage of chromosome 7 and multiple lq 

translocation marker chromosomes. Double minute 

chromosomes were found in up to 18% of invasive cell 

metaphases examined and in 3% of parental controls. The 

incidence of double minutes was found to decrease as a 

function of passage number. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Malignant melanoma is presently one of the most 

severe and painful neoplastic diseases known, and it is 

widely recognized to be increasing in incidence across the 

globe. This increase may be attributable both to atmos

pheric ozone degradation and the increasing aesthetic value 

of a tan among Western Caucasian populations. Whatever the 

societal and environmental etiology of melanoma may be, 

alarmingly little is known about the fundamental biology 

and genetics of melanocytes and their malignant counter

parts, and in the absence of such specific knowledge 

clinicians are forced to employ relatively nonspecific 

therapeutic regimes in the treatment of this malignant dis

ease . 

Melanocytes are an ubiquitous cellular component of 

the pigmentary system of the skin, and the dark brown pig

ment melanin can be found in such histologically diverse 

sites as the substantia nigra in the midbrain and the reti

nal pigment epithelium of the eye (1). The embryologic 

origin of melanocytes is in the neural crest, and they are 

thought to invade the epidermis around the third month of 

1 
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fetal development. In the skin melanocytes can be found 

in the stratum basal of the epidermis and in the underlying 

layers of the dermis, where they are generally seen to have 

a branching morphology. Most of the pigmented cells of the 

skin are actually keratinocytes which contain melanosomes 

transferred to them from melanocytes via the process of 

cytocrine secretion (1). It is important to note here that 

melanin is only elaborated in melanocytes, which may be 

distinguished biochemically from melanin-containing kera

tinocytes by the presence of the enzyme tyrosinase. Tyro

sinase utilizes a copper ion (Cu++) to catalyze the 

oxidation of tyrosine to dihyroxyphenylalanine (Dopa) and 

Dopa quinone, both of which can subsequently oxidize to 

form the red pigment Hallochrome. Hallochrome is then con

verted by oxidation, carboxylation and polymerization into 

the dark brown pigment melanin (2). The process of tanning 

in humans is initiated as the result of the exposure of 

tyrosine in the skin to ultraviolet light, leading ulti

mately to the formation of dense, ultraviolet-absorptive 

melanin. This is an observation which lends credence to 

the idea that the primary adaptive significance of melanin 

pigmentation in humans is to protect subepidermal tissues 

from the mutagenic effects of ultraviolet radiation. 

When melanocytes are malignantly transformed the 

disease melanoma is often the result. Malignant melanoma 
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is characterized clinically by the irregular growth of 

highly pigmented brown to black nodules at the surface of 

the skin. Metastasis occurs when the primary malignant 

lesion is still relatively small and the initial penetrance 

of the vasculature is likely to be in the local lymph nodes 

(3). The further progression of this tumor is rapid; with 

metastases to the lungs, liver, central nervous system and 

adjacent skin occurring in its natural course in both hu

mans and animals. Indeed, the term "progression" is widely 

understood to describe the course of any malignant disease 

from a slowly growing benign neoplasm to a rapidly growing 

condition that may acquire the attendant properties of 

metastasis and resistance to cytotoxic drugs (4). The main 

purpose of this thesis will be to describe research con

ducted by the author in the characterization of cytogenetic 

changes that accompany the progression to invasion in ma

lignant melanoma. The acquisition of the capacity to in

vade or penetrate a basement membrane is of singular 

importance in both the development of malignant melanoma 

and the genesis of many kinds of advanced malignancy be

cause the basement membrane is one of the most ubiquitous 

structural biological barriers that a wandering cell is 

likely to encounter in the human body. In simple terms, 

every epithelial and endothelial cell-lined surface is 

underlain by its own basement membrane. When neoplastic 
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transformation of cells in either of these two analogous 

cell layers results in a carcinoma, the cancerous growth 

is bounded on at least one side by a basement membrane, or 

basal lamina. The transition from a benign to a malignant 

state by definition involves local degradation of the 

underlying or adjacent basal lamina (5), followed by the 

movement of tumor cells either into the adjacent vascula

ture or into the underlying connective tissue stroma. 

To understand the biochemical mechanism which is 

thought to account for tumor cell invasion, and which may 

be the basis of certain clonal cytogenetic abnormalities 

in malignant melanoma, it is first important to know the 

structure of the basal lamina. The basal lamina consists 

of two layers, the lamina rara and lamina densa. Both 

layers are approximately 40-60 nm thick (1), and both are 

secreted by the overlying epithelial cells (1,5,6). The 

chemical composition of both layers is known to include a 

tightly woven layer of type IV collagen, which is respon

sible for much of the structural integrity of the basal 

lamina (7). Type IV collagen is unique to the basement 

membrane and is distinct from collagen types I-III not 

only in terms of its structure and anatomic location, but 

in its basic chemical composition (1,8). Specifically, 

type IV collagen is rich in hyroxylysine and carbohydrate 

residues and the alpha peptides of its basic triple helix 
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structure conserve the procollagen residues which are 

posttranslationally removed in the finished forms of the 

other three types of collagen (9). Type V collagen/ which 

is found in smaller amounts in the basal lamina, also 

shares this feature. In both type IV and type V collagen 

the procollagen residues help the collagen fibril to pre

serve the non-triple helix structure at both ends (5), 

which may affect the periodicity of organization of the 

fibrils, thereby imparting desirable structural properties 

of elasticity and strength to the basal lamina much as the 

weave of a fabric will determine these features for a tex

tile. Two other components of the basal lamina which are 

of structural importance are the high molecular weight 

glycoproteins laminin and fibronectin (1,9). Laminin is 

specifically concerned with the adhesion of epithelial 

cells to the basement membrane (7), and it is a cross-

shaped dimer of molecular weight 660 kDa which interacts 

both with type IV collagen and the laminin receptor in the 

membrane of the epithelial cell (7,9). Fibronectin is al

so a dimer, of 44 0 kDa molecular weight, which mediates 

cell to cell and cell to substrate adhesion. The relative 

paucity of fibronectin in the membranes of transformed 

and invasive cells has been shown to correlate with their 

invasive and metastatic capacity, possibly by disrupting 

normal cell to environment contacts which are directly 
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concerned with the regulation of cell shape and motility 

(9, 10). It is also interesting to speculate that the role 

of fibronectin as a molecular guide in cell migration dur

ing development may be repeated during tumor cell metasta

sis (10). This would certainly help to explain the anatom

ical distribution of metastases that are seen in malignant 

melanoma, where the tumor cells seem to preferentially mi

grate to tissues that are derived from the embryonic neural 

crest. The other two main components of the basal lamina 

that are of importance in its construction are proteogly

cans and elastin. Proteoglycans are high molecular weight 

proteins that have been modified by one or more glycosami-

noglycans .(GAG) to assemble a highly branched and pliable 

moiety which forms the viscoelastic ground substance that 

is a major component of all extracellular matrices (11). 

Elastin is of great importance as a constituent of the bas

al laminae of tissues that are continually required to 

stretch and contract. It is the most important constituent 

of the elastic fibers of the skin, and it is highly cross-

linked with the collagen and proteoglycans of the extra

cellular matrix (12). 

With a basic understanding of the construction of 

the basement membrane we can now consider the ideas which 

led to the work described in this thesis. Researchers in 

the field of tumor cell invasion and metastasis have long 

recognized that the invasive penetration of the basement 
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membrane would probably require some enzymatic degradation 

of the substrate as a corollary to cell motility (6). The 

primary problem in the study of these phenomena has been 

the lack of an in vitro invasion model which allows re

searchers to isolate and study tumor cells in every step 

of the progression to invasion. This laboratory has de

vised such a system, called the Membrane Invasion Culture 

System (MICS), which permits the isolation and study of 

relatively large numbers of invasive tumor cells (13). A 

further modification of this assay, called Mega-MICS, was 

used in this work to isolate even larger quantities of 

invasive cells for cytogenetic analysis. With the use 

of this convenient and reproducible invasion assay it has 

been possible to study the biochemical and cytogenetic 

properties of invasive tumor cells immediately after they 

have invaded and traversed a basement membrane. Our in

terest in examining the cytogenetic abnormalities that may 

be unique to such cells stems from much recent work that 

has vindicated the original suspicions of workers in this 

field who thought that proteolytic degradation of extra

cellular matrices must accompany invasion, intravasation, 

and extravasation; even when intravasation occurs within 

a tumor a basement membrane must be successfully penetra

ted for tumor cell(s) to enter the blood or lymphatic 

vasculature (14). Mignatti, and coworkers (15) have shown 
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that serine and metalloproteinases are important factors 

in what they call a proteinase cascade, which is a sequen

tial release of primarily collagenolytic enzymes that 

accompanies the movement of B16/BL6 murine melanoma cells 

through a denuded human amnion into underlying stromal 

tissues in vitro. This was performed by assessing the 

effect on invasion by these cells of specific proteinase 

inhibitors, including anti-proteinase antibodies, and of 

the collagenase activator Mersalyl. Plasminogen activator 

and plasmin were also strongly implicated in the pro

teinase cascade described by these workers. Chen and Chen 

(16) have also recently provided very strong evidence for 

the role of proteases in tumor cell invasion and metasta

sis. They found that the cell membranes of chick embry

onic fibroblasts transformed by Rous sarcoma virus con

tained both serine and metalloendoproteases capable of the 

proteolytic degradation of a fibronectin substrate. Fur

thermore, these proteases were not found in the membranes 

of untransformed chick embryonic fibroblasts, indicating 

that these proteases are transformation-specific. While 

the main function postulated for the proteases produced 

by invasive cells is the dissolution of the structure of 

the extracellular matrix, there is some evidence for the 

intriguing possibility that proteases may have accessory 

roles in malignant cells aside from their strictly 
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enzymatic function (17). Proteases associated with 

malignant cells have been found to act as intracellular 

second messengers, much like the G proteins of the cyclic 

AMP growth regulatory system (17,18). Proteases have also 

been implicated in cell migration, tumor angiogenesis, 

and in the modulation of the cell surface and cytoskeletal 

protein architecture (17) . It is interesting to consider 

that there may be an indirect connection between protease-

induced changes in the construction and organization of 

the cytoskeleton and the increased genetic lability of 

highly invasive and malignant tumor cells. A mechanistic 

hypothesis for such a causal relationship, which would 

constitute a positive feedback loop in the promotion of 

tumor cell heterogeneity and progression, would neces

sitate a biochemical link between protease effects on the 

cytoskeleton and abnormal mitotic events. Bissel and 

colleagues (18), have proposed a model of "dynamic reci

procity" between the extracellular matrix and the 

cytoskeleton-nuclear matrix complex, in which changes in 

the chemistry and structure of the extracellular matrix 

act through transmembrane receptors, such as the fibro-

nectin and laminin receptors, to influence gene expression 

via the cytoskeleton. While the dynamic reciprocity 

model is advanced mainly with the intent of explaining 

how certain patterns of gene expression may be induced 
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during embryologic development, it is easy to extrapolate 

this model to a discussion of tumor cell invasion and 

malignancy if we first consider three salient lines of 

empirical evidence. First, it has been firmly established 

that tumor cell-secreted, extracellular matrix-degradative 

proteases are etiologic for tumor cell invasion of base

ment membranes. This has been proven not only in the most 

recent work cited above, but in laboratory investigations 

that began with Fisher in 1925, who demonstrated that ex

tracts of malignant tissue could lyse plasma clots while 

normal tissue could not, and which have matured and con

tinued until the present (19). Second, recent work in this 

laboratory in the immunoflourescence staining of preinva

sive and postinvasive melanoma cells with a flourescent-

labelled marker to F-actin, an important structural 

component of the cytoskeleton, has demonstrated a marked 

disorganization in the organization of F-actin after the 

in vitro invasion of a human amnion-derived basement mem

brane (20). This disorganization is observed in the 

microscope as a change from a tight pericellular organi

zation of F-actin microfilament bundles to a more diffuse, 

cytoplasmic distribution of microfilaments. Since in

vasive cells are known to be proficient in their pro

duction of extracellular matrix degradative proteases, it 

seems probable that the change in F-actin is due to the 
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production of these enzymes (17), or more specifically, to 

the chemical and structural changes in the extracellular 

matrix that are wrought by these enzymes, which would be 

consistent with the concept of dynamic reciprocity. 

Third, there is much evidence that solid tumor cells are 

more genetically labile than are nontransformed cells, and 

that this flexibility is the driving force behind tumor 

progression. Whether we tend to ascribe greater impor

tance to the role of selection of advantageous phenotypes 

or to the induction of genomic change by the microenviron-

ment in tumor progression we must recognize that tumor 

cells in aggregate, like embryonic cells, are highly res

ponsive to the composition of the extracellular matrix; 

and unlike embryonic cells, are among the most genomically 

diverse cells which may be encountered in the soma. 

The extent of the genetic diversity in tumor 

cells, and its importance in the promotion of tumor pro

gression to invasion and metastasis was demonstrated in 

the work of Harris and Ling and their associates (21), 

where the rate of spontaneous generation of metastatic 

tumor cell sublines in mouse KHT fibrosarcoma was found 

to greatly exceed that expected if metastatic sublines 

are present as stable components of the tumor, as hypo

thesized prior to this work. Using Luria-Delbruck fluc

tuation analysis these workers determined that the rate of 
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phenotypic change leading to metastatic capacity in these 

cells was compatible with that expected for a high rate of 

spontaneous mutation. While previous work had defined 

tumor heterogeneity as a static quality, this work was 

important because it revealed the non-static, or dynamic, 

component of heterogeneity. Dr. Ling has named this 

"dynamic heterogeneity": the tumor cell genotype is in a 

state of flux, and the more it changes, the more will sub

sequent change occur at a faster rate. Graphically, with 

coordinates in two dimensions, we can imagine the rate of 

genomic change to be analogous to the slope of the curve 

seen if we plot time on the ordinate, and net amount of 

genomic change on the abscissa. In the total absence of 

selective influences, that is if all variant phenotypes 

are equally viable, I believe that the amount of potential 

genetic variability is nearly limitless and the curve 

would be asymptotic to the abscissa, or Y axis. Practic

ally, however, the amount of genetic change that may be 

tolerated is limited by myriad selective influences. In 

this case the shape of the curve would more closely ap

proximate that of a sine curve: a burst of heterogeneity 

followed by a "crash" as nonviable phenotypes are selected 

against and disappear. Dynamic heterogeneity has been 

shown, in the work cited above and in much subsequent 



work (22,23), to provide an adequate conceptual basis for 

understanding how new phenotypes of selective advantage 

can rapidly appear in tumor cell populations. What is not 

addressed here are the underlying causes of such rapid 

genetic change, which occur at both the molecular and 

chromosomal leveL Chromosomal mutagenesis has been recog

nized since the time of Boveri as contributing to tumor 

development, and two classic examples of how the develop

ment of malignancy can correlate with the appearance of 

specific chromosomal changes are the Philadelphia chromo

some of acute and chronic granulocytic leukemia and the 

t(8;14) translocation of Burkitt's Lymphoma (4,24). The 

Philadelphia chromosome is a t(9;22) translocation which 

causes the deregulation and consequent overexpression of 

the c-abl oncogene (4,25). It may be interesting to note 

here that the analogous v-abl oncogene product is thought 

to be a plasma membrane-bound tyrosine kinase, which is 

the viral homologue of a cellular protein that is of 

growth regulatory significance (26). A mutation leading 

to the overexpression of this oncogene product could con

tribute to an unregulated or irregular rate of growth of 

the cell (27). Clinically, the appearance of the Phila

delphia chromosome in the peripheral blood karyotypes of 

patients with chronic myelogenous leukemia has proven to 

be so specific and reproducible that it can be used to 
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diagnose or stage the transition from acute lymphoblastic 

leukemia to chronic myelogenous leukemia (28) . Clearly, 

this is a well-characterized instance of a specific chro

mosomal change that positively correlates with a form of 

malignant progression. The karyotypic abnormality that 

has been associated with Burkitt's Lymphoma, an endemic 

central african B cell lymphoma linked to infection by 

the Epstein-Barr virus, is a t(8;14) translocation (29,30). 

More interesting than the etiology of the disease is the 

unique specificity of the marker chromosome translocation, 

where the contributing break points are exclusively at 

14q32 and 8q24. The practical significance of this trans

location is that an immunoglobulin light chain mu or kappa 

transcriptional enhancer sequence on chromosome #14 is 

placed upstream of the c-myc locus on chromosome #8. This 

has been postulated to be an important contributory factor 

in this disease by causing overexpression of the c-myc on

cogene product, which is thought to be a DNA-binding pro

tein with transcription regulatory properties (31,32,33). 

Since both of the examples of specific chromosomal trans

locations cited above mechanistically involve the 

transcriptional activation of cellular oncogenes, it would 

be good to ask at this point which of these two coincident 

genetic phenomena, oncogene activation and chromosome 

translocation, are objectively of greater significance in 



the promotion of tumor progression. Clearly, as far as 

the maintenance of a state of dynamic heterogeneity within 

a tumor cell population is concerned, the random occur

rence of multiple chromosomal mutations is of tremendous 

importance. Chromosome inversions, duplications, dele

tions, translocations, and gene amplification are all of 

great importance in maintaining a highly diverse genetic 

milieu within the tumor; but is this importance only rela

tive to the effects that the cytogenetic changes may have 

on oncogenes? This question was very effectively ad

dressed in a recent paper by Duesburg (34) in which the 

current orthodoxy regarding the pre-eminent role of 

proto-oncogene activation in tumor initiation was found 

to fall short of its own criteria for validity. Specifi

cally, a thorough review of the evidence currently avail

able indicates that the significance of the sequence 

homologies seen between retroviral transforming oncogenes 

and cellular protooncogenes has been vastly overstated. 

Not one example of'an activated protooncogene in a diploid 

tumor has been described so far. In contrast to this sit

uation, there are many examples of specific clonal chromo

somal abnormalities; and some of these, like the two ex

amples cited above, involve cellular oncogenes. The 

implication is that functional cellular oncogenes exist 

only as the result of illegitimate recombination at the 
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chromosome level and that "proto-oncogenes" are not 

specific cancer causing genes which are isogenic with 

both cellular and viral oncogenes. 

The chromosome translocations associated with 

Burkitt's Lymphoma and chronic and acute granulocytic 

leukemia are included in this discussion because they 

are illustrative of the certainty with which such trans

locations can be correlated with particular malignancies. 

To date, the chromosomal abnormalities associated with 

the hematopoietic malignancies have been the most 

thoroughly studied due to many factors. Primary among 

these is the ease of sample collection, as well as the 

fact that the blood-borne tumor cells are more amenable 

to the slide preparation and staining procedures used in 

the analysis of chromosomes (35). Solid tumor cytogene

tics has not been completely ignored, however, and has 

matured in recent years due to the advent of chromosome 

banding techniques that permit a more accurate study of 

chromosmal abnormalities. Part of the work described in 

this thesis, the G-banded karyotyping of invasive mela

noma cells, required the use of one of these techniques. 

The other part, examination of invasive cells for evidence 

of gene amplification in the form of double minute chromo

somes, required only a solid Giemsa stain which resulted 

in unbanded metaphase preparations. The record of 
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investigation into the karyotypic abnormalities of 

malignant melanoma is not extensive by the standards of 

some of the hematopoietic tumors, but the work of McCulloch 

and associates (36) has helped to establish some of the 

basic cytogenetic characteristics of cultured human mela

noma cells, work that is of particular importance to the 

subject of this thesis since all of the research described 

herein was conducted using human melanoma cells that had 

been grown in vitro for an extensive period of time. The 

most noteworthy cytogenetic abnormalities described were 

first, a very high degree of aneuploidy, or irregular mul

tiples of the basic chromosome number where 2N=46, with a 

bimodal distribution overall of chromosome numbers in cells 

that had been maintained in culture for more than a year. 

The term "bimodal" means that the range of numbers of 

chromosomes per metaphase was grouped into two separate 

peaks, the larger of which was often a multiple of the 

smaller. Second, polysomy for chromosome 7 was observed 

in seven out of eight long-term cultures examined. Third, 

long term cultures of melanoma cells from male patients 

were found to consistently lose the Y chromosome. Fourth, 

many abnormalities involving chromosome 1 were noted. In

terestingly enough, no significant involvement of chromo

some 6 was described in this study. 

Kakati, Song, and Sandberg (37) performed a similar 

type of analysis on primary cultures, or cells taken 
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directly from the patient, of malignant melanoma. Again, 

chromosome 1 was found to have a high degree of involve

ment. Unlike the cells that had been in tissue culture 

for a long period of time, however, the deviation from 

normal ploidy was not as marked. Two out of four primary 

cultures examined had lost the Y chromosome, and the pa

tients from which the Y-minus cells were derived were found 

subsequently to have more advanced cases of melanoma from 

which they died. 

More recently, Becher and coworkers described 

their cytogenetic analysis of primary explants from four 

cases of malignant melanoma (38). As in the studies de

scribed above, abnormal marker chromosomes derived from 

chromosome 1 were found in all metaphases examined. 

Chromosome 6 was seen to participate in abnormal marker 

formation in all four cases, while chromosome 7-related 

abnormalities were seen in three out of four cases. As in 

the previous study described, radical changes in ploidy 

either for individual chromosomes or for the karyotype 

as a whole were not as evident in these primary cultures 

as they were in long term cultures of malignant melanoma 

cells. These workers do point out, however, that chromo

some 6 involvement may be related to the presence on the 

short arm of chromosome 6 (the 6p arm) of the major histo

compatibility (MHC) loci, and that malignant melanoma is 



one of the few malignancies that is recognized by the 

immune system. Therefore, the altered expression of MHC 

alleles at the cell surface which causes immune recogni

tion of the malignant melanoma cells may itself be due in 

turn to somatic mutation involving chromosome number 6. 

The only problem with this hypothesis is that while the 

known MHC loci map to chromosome 6p, most of the chromo

some 6-related abnormalities involve chromosome 6q, the 

long arm of chromosome 6 (39). 

The most adequate exposition to date of the 

occurrence and role of chromosome 6q abnormalities in 

human malignant melanoma has been provided by Pathak, 

Drwinga, and Hsu (40) . These authors report that a study 

of nine established malignant melanoma cell lines, plus 

a review of the literature available, shows that 80.8% of 

the karyotypes exhibit abnormal marker chromosomes that 

are at least partly derived from chromosome 6. As in pre

vious- studies, the deletion of all or part of chromosome 

6q is the most frequent abnormality encountered, and based 

on this evidence they suggest that the deletion of genes 

on 6q is essential to the neoplastic transformation of 

melanocytes, and the progression of malignant melanoma. 

Pederson and associates (41) point out that the cellular 

oncogenes c-K-rasl and c-myb have been localized to chro

mosome 6, and karyotypic analysis revealed that five out 
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of six melanoma tumors examined had breaks or deletions in 

the 6ql3-q24 region, which is coincident with the chromo

somal location of c-myb as determined by in situ hybridi

zation. It is important to note here that the chromosomal 

region 6ql3-q24 represents at the molecular level an enor

mous span of DNA which comprises four major heterochro-

matic, and therefore transcriptionally silent, bands and 

three major euchromatic, transciptionally active, bands. 

The uncertainty of localization of c-myb and the variety 

of 6q-related translocations and deletions make it diffi

cult to predict exactly what effect these chromosomal 

abnormalities are having on c-myb expression. One could 

say with equal certainty at this point that terminal 6q 

deletions may have as much of an "activating" effect on 

this oncogene via the deletion of repressor controlling 

sequences as do translocations which, similar to the docu

mented t(9:22) translocation of the Philadelphia chromo

some, place a transcriptional enhancer sequence in the 

vicinity of the affected oncogene. In Pederson's work, 

the abnormalities involving chromosome 6 were equally di

vided between 6q deletions and 6q translocations, starting 

with band 6qll. Interestingly, one 6,1 translocation 

[t(6;l)(q24;qll)] was seen that was identical to the 6:1 

marker chromosome reported in this thesis. Abnormal 

chromosome markers involving chromosome 1 were also 
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observed, both in the work described in this thesis and in 

Pederson's work. Changes involving chromosome 1 include 

p arm deletions and many translocations which may or may 

not be of selective import. Indeed, Sandburg (42) has 

illustrated the extremely high incidence of involvement of 

chromosome 1 in a variety of hematologic and solid tumors, 

including malignant melanoma. It is interesting to note 

that the t(1:6) translocation has been extensively descri

bed for a few hematologic malignancies, especially myelo

fibrosis in acute myelogenous leukemia. Chromosome 1 

alterations have also been described for ovarian carcin

oma (43,44) and retinoblastoma (45). The study of the 

role of gene amplification in human cancer has classically 

involved the identification of the chromosomal abnormali

ties known as double and single minute chromosomes and 

homogeneously staining regions (HSRs), which are cyto

genetic anomalies that have been shown by numerous resear

chers to actually contain DNA that encodes multiple copies 

of certain genes which are presumed to be selectively 

advantageous for the cell (46). Double minute chromosomes 

and HSRs represent gene amplification at the ger.e copy 

number level, which results in increased transcription, 

translation, and ultimate expression of the appropriate 

genes. Indeed, the term "gene amplification" is generally 
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understood to mean a linear increase or duplication in 

gene copy number rather than a purely transcriptional 

enhancement of expression. Gene amplification as a gene 

dosage phenomenon is also seen in polysomies for various 

chromosomes (e.g. trisomy 21), and in endoreduplicated 

chromosome sections which may be identified cytologically 

as an isochromosome or a multiply-translocated chromosome 

segment (47). 

Gene amplification as a multiple gene dosage 

phenomenon has been described for a wide range of cell 

types, ranging from high copy number F and mini-F plasmids 

of Escherichia coli, to the fibroin-producing cells of the 

silk glands of the silk moth Bombyx mori (48). Another 

notable example of eukaryote gene amplification can be 

found in amphibian oocytes, specifically in the rDNA of 

Xenopus laevis where the affected genes are often ampli

fied up to one thousand times normal copy number to allow 

ribosome synthesis to procede apace with a rapid develop

ment schedule (49). In tumor cells, the abnormal chromo

somal structures known as double minutes were first de

scribed by Spriggs, Bodington, and Clarke in 1962 (50). 

In 1976 Biedler and Spengler identified both double min

ute chromosomes and HSRs in highly drug resistant Chinese 

hamster lung cells (51). From the beginning, HSRs and 

double minute chromosomes (DMs) were associated with drug 



resistance in the cells in which they were identified, 

and this fact has proven to be an important clue in the 

elucidation of the functional molecular identity of these 

genetic elements. Among the cytotoxic drugs with which 

resistance has been most adequately characterized and cor

related with the presence of amplified genes in double 

minute chromosomes is methotrexate. Methotrexate, or 

amethopterin, is a sulfonamide drug which acts as an in

hibitor of dihydrofolate reductase by virtue of the fact 

that it is a structural analogue of dihydrofolic acid. 

As such, it inhibits the regeneration of tetrahydrofolate, 

which is important as a methyl group carrier in the bio

synthesis of both nucleotides and certain amino acids. 

Gene amplification-mediated resistance to methotrexate 

follows two major strategies, each of which involves the 

overproduction of a target enzyme or protein as a selec

tive response to the presence of this drug; the term 

"selective response" is used here in a purely Darwinian 

sense (52) . First, resistant tumor cells may "outcompete" 

methotrexate for binding with dihydrofolate reductase 

(DHFR) by overproducing this enzyme; when all cellular 

methotrexate is bound to DHFR the cell may still survive 

if it can produce yet more DHFR. Second, if the cell can 

decrease its uptake of methotrexate it may survive. This 

has been demonstrated to occur via a membrane component 



called "p glycoprotein," which has a molecular weight of 

170kDa and has been identified as etiologic for the 

multidrug resistance phenotype (52) . Multidrug resis

tance includes simultaneous resistance to methotrexate and 

the mitotic spindle-affecting drugs such as colchicine, 

vinblastine, and colcemid, among others. In short then, 

we can see that these two strategies that derive from gene 

amplification events will confer selective advantage on 

cells challenged with methotrexate, and that the cyto-

logical evidence for this kind of linear addition to the 

genome is seen in the form of double minutes and HSRs. 

Given this, and given the tremendous body of evidence 

described above which implicates a massive overproduction 

of proteolytic enzymes as being etiologic for tumor cell 

invasion, we asked whether it would be possible to dis

cern double minute chromosomes in invasive tumor cells as 

an indication of gene amplification. If so, this would 

be direct evidence that some form of gene amplification 

as it is presently conceptualized to exist is involved in 

the biochemical events of tumor cell invasion. Before I 

continue and describe the experimental protocol of this 

work, I would like to briefly characterize the structure 

and mitotic behavior of double minutes. Barker (53) has 

summarized the cytologic characteristics of double minutes, 

and one of his main conclusions is that DMs are composed 



of acentric chromatin and DNA, and that their "double" 

appearance is due to their nondisjunction following S 

phase replication in mitosis. The term "acentric" refers 

to the lack of a functional centromere in these bodies, 

which means that there is no point at which a kinetochore 

may attach the DM to the mitotic spindle apparatus for 

equal segregation into daughter cells at anaphase. The 

lack of coequal segregation also means that DMs are un

stable genetic entities within a cell population. This 

conclusion has been borne out by the work reported in this 

thesis and many other researchers, where the structure 

of DMs has been invoked to explain the dynamics of unsta

ble drug resistance in DM-containing cells. In contrast 

to the behavior of DMs in relation to the unstable drug 

resistance phenotype, it is interesting to note that 

HSRs, which are associated with chromosomes and therefore 

with functional centromeres, have been described with 

stable drug resistance phenotypes. 



CHAPTER 2 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Cell Lines 

The cell line used in these investigations was the 

A375P human melanoma cell line, and was the kind gift to 

this laboratory of Dr. I. J. Fidler, Department of Cell 

and Molecular Biology, M. D. Anderson Hospital and Tumor 

Institute, Houston, Texas. This cell line is a low meta

static variant of the A375 malignant melanoma cell line 

established in tissue culture from a malignant subcuta-

enous lesion by Giard and associates in 1973 (54). The 

cell line was isolated as a low metastatic variant by Dr. 

Fidler after passage through young athymic nude mice. 

This procedure also allowed the isolation of a correspon

ding high metastatic variant subline designated A375M, 

which was not used in the work described in this thesis. 

The generational doubling time for the A375P cell line 

is about 32 hours (55). 

Sequential passage and isolation of invasive 

cells began with tissue culture passage number 33, desig

nated "A375P P33," which means that the initial popula

tion of cells used in this investigation was approximately 

26 
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thirty three cell culture generations or doublings 

removed from the original population of A375P cells de

rived from the passage of cells through the nude mouse. 

Cells of this passage number were allowed to invade a 

denuded human amnion in a Mega-MICS system. Invasive cells 

isolated in this fashion were designated "A375P-1," and 

were grown to confluency in vitro for at least two cell 

culture passages before being both harvested for cyto

genetic analysis and repassaged through the amnion in the 

Mega-MICS culture chambers. Subsequent, serial passages 

were designated "A375P-2" and "A375P-3," where A375P-2 

was derived from A375P-1 and A375P-3 was derived from 

A375P-2. Control cell lines examined were of identical 

passage number with the cells being isolated after Mega-

MICS passage. Each Mega-MICS passage was arbitrarily 

counted as being equivalent to one tissue culture passage 

for the purpose of determining which higher passage num

ber of parental cells should be analyzed as a control. 

This means, for example, that the cell population desig

nated "A375P-1 P3" was compared as a control to passage 

thirty seven, A375P P37, which was four tissue culture 

passages removed from the parental cells of passage thirty 

three. Also, "A375P-2 P5" was compared as a control to 

passage 41, A375P P41, and "A375P-3 P4" was compared to 

passage 55, A375P P55. 



Cell Culture 

All cell lines were maintained in Dulbecco's 

Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) from Gibco, supplemented 

with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (Gibco) and 1% Penicillin-

Streptomycin-L Glutamine (Gibco). Cells were grown in a 

37 degree Centigrade incubator with a constant 5% CC>2 

atmosphere. Cells were removed from 100 ml tissue cul

ture dishes with 2mM EDTA in phosphate buffered saline 

that was prewarmed to 37C. To passage cells a dish of 

cells was allowed to grow to near confluency, and was then 

incubated for ten minutes with 5 ml EDTA. After five 

minutes the plate of cells was sharply rapped on the 

side to dislodge all cells from the substrate, one or 

two drops of cells in suspension with EDTA were then 

withdrawn and placed into a new dish containing fresh 

media. The date and passage number of the new cell pas

sage were noted and cells were replaced in the incubator. 

Since the generational time of this cell line is 32 hours, 

cells were passaged about every two days. Invasive cells 

obtained from the lower wells of Mega-MICS chambers were 

cultured in DMEM supplemented with 20% fetal bovine serum 

for at least one cell generation to enhance the viability 

and retrieval of invasive cells. 
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Mega-MICS Assembly and Operation 

The Mega-MICS chambers used to isolate invasive 

melanoma cells in this work are as depicted in Figure 1. 

Denuded human amniotic membranes were prepared as follows. 

First, the membrane was carefully dissected away from the 

top of a fresh human placenta. This section of membrane, 

about 16 cm long by 10 cm wide, was then placed in a 

sterile sewing hoop for greater ease of manipulation. The 

membrane was rinsed several times in sterile phosphate 

buffered saline (PBS) at pH7.4, followed by a prophylac

tic rinse in Fungi-Bact disinfectant (Irvine Scientific), 

followed by more rinses in sterile PBS. All steps in the 

assembly of the Mega-MICS chambers were performed with 

utmost care under aseptic conditions in a tissue culture 

hood. After washing with Fungi-Bact and PBS the amniotic 

epithelium was removed by treating the membrane with 

sterile 0.25M ammonium hydroxide (NH^OH) for five minutes 

accompanied by gentle scraping with the sterile handle 

of a scalpel. Next the amnion was soaked overnight in 

sterile PBS to normalize the pH of the extracellular 

matrix of the membrane. The next day the Mega-MICS 

chambers were assembled after being sterilized overnight 

in ultraviolet light in the tissue culture hood. First, 

the lower wells of each chamber were filled with DMEM 
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Figure 1. The Mega-I'embrane Invasion Culture System 
(Mega-MICS) was developed for the purpose of collecting 
large populations of invasive tumor cells after they 
have invaded a membranous barrier (amnion). Invasive 
tumor cells are collected from.beneath the membrane by 
way of the side collection ports and are then reintro
duced to normal culture conditions. Cytogenetic analysis 
was performed once these cells reached log phase growth. 



supplemented with 20% fetal bovine serum (FBS), used 

in higher concentration in the lower well for its chemo-

tactic effect on tumor cell invasion. Second, prepared 

membranes were removed from their overnight bath of PBS 

and aseptically placed across the top of the lower chamber 

so as to constitute a barrier between the upper and lower 

wells of the chamber. The upper half of the chamber was 

then screwed onto the lower half, with the membrane 

sandwiched in between the two halves of the chamber. DMEM 

with 10% FBS was used to fill the upper wells. Three 

million cells were seeded into each upper well to begin 

the assay for obtaining invasive cells. Assembled Mega-

MICS chambers were placed in open sterile plastic bags 

and incubated at 37C in the cell culture incubator for 

sixteen hours. After sixteen hours invasive cells were 

withdrawn with the media in the lower wells by means of 

a syringe with a 20 gauge needle inserted through the 

lower well access ports (see figure 1). Cells were 

gently centrifuged out of the lower well media, resus-

pended in DMEM with 20% FBS, and grown to near confluency 

for cell harvesting and cytogenetic analysis. 

All prepared membranes used in the assembly of 

Mega-MICS chambers were visually inspected for rips and 

tears to insure that putative "invasive" cells isolated 
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from the lower wells of each chamber had indeed actively 

invaded and traversed the basement membrane. The inte

grity of the membranous barrier was also tested after the 

sixteen hour incubation by trituration of lower well media 

after the upper well media was withdrawn by aspiration. 

Rips and microtears would be evident at this time by the 

gross diffusion of media up through the membrane during tri

turation. Cells obtained from a chamber with such a 

membrane would be discarded since the authenticity of the 

invasive cells would be in question. For the last passage 

of cells through the membrane (A375P-3) the integrity 

of the membrane was tested with five micron diameter blue 

latex beads. Lower wells which contained such beads after 

a two hour test incubation were not utilized in the assay. 

Cytogenetic Analysis 

All cells were harvested for cytogenetic analysis 

from subconfluent, log phase monolayers of cells seeded 

post invasion. Cells were first treated with a mitotic 

spindle inhibiting drug after the method of Tjio and 

Levan (57). In this case the drug was Colcemid, a struc

tural analogue of colchicine. Colcemid has the effect 

of being a metaphase block such that as the tubulin dimers 

which constitute the mitotic spindle apparatus are bound 

by drug they are prevented from repolymerizing at the 



same rate they depolymerize in the steady state 

"treadmill" situation which is thought to maintain the 

spindle apparatus. Cells progressing through metaphase 

are effectively halted in metaphase; they cannot pass into 

anaphase. Metaphase chromosomes are also rendered acces

sible by this cell cycle block. Colcemid was added to a 

final concentration of 0.2 micrograms per ml and cells 

were incubated for two hours. Cells were then removed 

from dishes with 2mM EDTA, pelleted (130g for 10 minutes) 

and resuspended in 0.075M potassium chloride (KC1) at 37C 

for 20 minutes as a hypotonic cell permeabilization step. 

This step is intended to swell the cells so they will 

burst on a microscope slide and give metaphases that are 

well spread out and easier to analyze. Originally this 

step was used in blood cultures primarily to burst ery

throcytes that might otherwise contaminate the preparation. 

After this incubation cells were gently repelleted (130g 

for 9 minutes) and resuspended in Carnoy's fixative, 

which consists of three parts methanol to one part 

glacial acetic acid. Cells were washed twice in cold 

fixative and then allowed to sit overnight in fix to pre

vent clumping of cells. For slidemaking cells were re

suspended in fresh, cold fix; gently triturated and 

dropped at arms length onto cold, ethanol cleaned glass 

slides that were dipped into cold fix to promote good 
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metaphase spreading. Five drops per slide were usually 

adequate. Slidemaking technique was checked for each 

slide with a phase contrast microscope, which allowed 

one to check for the presence and quality of metaphase 

spreads. Prepared slides were then labelled, dated, and 

placed in a 58C oven overnight to dry, which seems to pro

mote good chromosome banding. 

Metaphase chromosomes were stained for G-banded 

karyotyping with Wright's stain after the method of 

Yunis and Sanchez (57). Wright's stain stock was pre

pared to a concentration of 0.25% by mixing 1.25g powdered 

stain (Fisher) with 500ml methanol. Stain was aged at 

room temperature for two months to obtain optimum chromo

some banding, and filtered prior to use. For staining 

Wright's stock stain was diluted 1:3 with 0.06 M phosphate 

buffer (pH 6.7;0.06 M KH2P04, 0.06 M Na2HP04), thoroughly 

mixed and poured onto slides. Staining time was three to 

four minutes. Slides were rinsed with distilled water and 

wiped off on the bottom with methanol soaked kimwipes to 

remove excess stain, and then air dried with compressed 

air. The quality of G banding was assessed with a "high 

dry" 80X Zeiss Epiplan objective on a standard Zeiss 

microscope. The utility of using Wright's stain for G 

banding of metaphase chromosomes is that the quality of 

banding can be improved by sequential destaining and 



restaining, or even by a simple one minute rinse in 

distilled water. This cannot be done with the more con

ventional Trypsin-Giemsa staining technique, and is par

ticularly useful with solid tumor chromosomes which often 

present with a fuzzy and poorly banded appearance on the 

first staining. 

Metaphases were stained for double minute chro-

'mosomes with a solid Giemsa stain (Gurr's) which was 

mixed 1:5 with 0.06 M PBS. Staining was for 10 minutes. 

Slides were then rinsed and air dried as described above. 

Double minutes were counted directly with the 80X objec

tive. For both G banding and double minutes slides with 

metaphases of good quality were coverslipped for photo

graphy using a xylene-based coverslipping medium (Per-

mount). For the double minute quantitation one hundred 

metaphases of each Mega-MICS passage cell line and its 

corresponding control line were examined and the number 

of double minute chromosomes counted in each metaphase that 

contained double minutes. The overall percentage of 

double minute containing metaphases was also determined 

for each cell line. 

Photography of G banded metaphase chromosomes was 

performed on a Ziess Standard photomicroscope with an 

integrated camera system with automatic expsure. Micro-

photography was done with an achromat oil immersion 100X 
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objective. Kodak 35mm black and white Technical Pan 

2415 high contrast film (Kodak catalogue number 129-9916) 

was used throughout to maximize band resolution within 

chromosomes. Film was developed with Kodak HC-110 develo

per (catalogue number 140-8998), mixed 1:9 with distilled 

water. Developing time was six minutes. Prints of meta-

phase chromosomes were made on rapid, resin coated Kodak 

photographic paper. Both glossy and matte finish paper 

were used. Karyotype analysis involved cutting out chro

mosomes from the best prints available and arranging them 

according to banding patterns that best corresponded with 

those that are internationally accepted as characteristic 

for each of the twenty-two human autosomes and two sex 

chromosomes (58). After the normal chromosomal comple

ment of each metaphase was identified, the often extensive 

chromosomal abnormalities were characterized. Four to 

five karyotypes were made per invasive cell line and con

trol. "Spot" karyotypes were made by visual identifica

tion of chromosomes in less than ideally banded metaphases 

in some cell lines as well. The modal, or average, number 

of chromosomes per metaphase was determined for one hun

dred metaphases counted in each invasive cell line and its 

corresponding control as a way of monitoring changes in 

aneuploidy associated with the progression to invasion. 



CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS 

Karyotypinq 

Figure 2 shows the modal number profile for the 

parental cell line A375P P33. The modal number is 72.85 

with a bimodal distribution of chromosome numbers per 

metaphase, the first peak in the hyperdiploid range and the 

second peak in the tetraploid range. In Figure 3, the 

bimodal distribution seems to be lost, and the mode shifts 

upward to 84.14 while the corresponding control cell line, 

A375P P37, retains a bimodal distribution; however, this is 

shifted upward to the near tetraploid range. In Figure 4 

the range of aneuploidy for the control cell line A375P 

P37 is presented. This cell line has a mode of 75.74, 

which is split into two peaks at 76 and 92 chromosomes per 

metaphase, respectively. After two membrane passages, as 

seen in Figure 5, the bimodal distribution of chromosome 

numbers per metaphase reappears with the overall mode 

strongly oriented downward to the hyperdiploid range. The 

control line, A375P P41, does not show this striking change; 

indeed there is an upward shift in the control modal number 

(87.81) and a loss of the bimodal profile. Figure 6 

37 
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CELL LINE: A375P P33 CONTROL 

MODAL NUMBER: 72.85 
RANOE: 36-174 
STD. DEVIATION: 25.61 

u 11 is u n if » M is n H IN ill no m in 

NUMBER OF CHROMOSOMES PER SPREAD 

Figure 2 

Aneuploidy in A375P P33 (Parental Cell Line). 
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illustrates the distribution of chromosome numbers per 

metaphase for the control cell line A735P P41. After three 

membrane passages, the downward trend in modal number seen 

after two passages continues (Figure 7) with a mode of 

62.18. The corresponding control cell line, A375P P55, 

retains a mode approximate to that of the parental cell 

passage number (Figure 8) at 71.19. 

Figure 9 shows a representative karyotype of the 

starting, or parental cell passage (A375P P33) . Most 

notable here is the t (1;6) (q25::ql4) translocation (feature 

#1), a clonal marker chromosome that is characteristic of 

the abnormal markers seen in malignant melanoma that 

involve chromosome 1. This particular karyotype is less 

than modal, but still hyperdiploid so it falls within the 

range of the first peak of the overall bimodal profile; 

it may therefore be considered representative. Seven un

identifiable marker chromosomes are noted at the bottom of 

the karyotype. Ploidy of individual chromosomes ranges 

from diploid to tetraploid, with some increase noted for 

chromosome 1, and groups C and D. There appears to be a 

marked decrease in the F and G group chromosomes. Another 

representative karyotype of A375P P33 is presented in 

Figure 10. 

Figure 11 shows a representative karyotype of 

A375P-1, cells of A375P P33 which had successfully 
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Figure 7. 

Aneuploidy in A375P P-3. 

CELL LINE: A375P PS5 

MODAL NUMBER: 71.19 
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STO. DEVIATION: 17.70 
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Figure 8. 

Aneuploicfy in A375P P55. 
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Figure 9. Karyotype of A375P P33 (Parental Cell Line). 
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Figure 10. Karyotype of A375P P33 (Parental Cell Line). 
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Figure 11. Karyotype of A375P-1. 
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traversed the denuded amnion in vitro. In this karyotype, 

the t(1;6) marker chromosome is again evident (feature #1) . 

There is also a notable increase in copy number for the 

chromosomes of the A group, and for chromosomes 7, 10, and 

11. In figure #12 an interesting karyotype of the control • 

cell line for A375P-1, A375P P37, is presented* This kary

otype is of early metaphase chromosomes, as seen in the 

elongated, highly banded morphology of the chromosomes. 

Overall, this metaphase is tetraploid with a clear loss of 

identifiable chromosomes in the F and G groups. A del(lq31) 

deletion is also indicated in feature #1; this deletion may 

be contributory to the formation of the tl::6 translocation 

marker. Figure 13 is a karyotype of the cell line A375P-1. 

Feature #1 indicates the clonal tl::6 marker chromosome. 

Feature #2 indicates a 7q-deletion„ Marker #1 appears to 

be an iso lq isochromosome, a feature also seen in the cell 

line A375P-3. Markers #2 and #3 appear to be tl::4 or 

tl::5 translocation marker chromosomes. The significance of 

these translocations is unclear since, as noted above, 

chomosome lq involvement in malignant melanoma and many 

other solid malignancies is essentially random. 

Figures 14 and 15 show representative karyotypes 

of cells that had traversed two denuded amnions in 

succession. In figure 14, the t(l;6) marker is again seen 

(feature #1), indicating that this cell population is 
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clonally derived from starting A375P P33 cell 

population. Increases in ploidy for chromosomes 1, 2, 4, 

5, 7, 10, 11, 16, and 20 are also noted. Most striking is 

the higher copy number of chromosome 7, which is present 

in this karyotype in six copies—the highest copy number 

for any chromosome in this karyotype. In Figure 15, fully 

nine copies of chromosome 7 are seen, as is the t(l;6) clon

al marker chromosome, and numerous unidentifiable abnormal 

marker chromosomes. Figure 16 is the karyotype for the con

trol cell passage A375P P41 and is typical of this cell line. 

Figure 17 shows a representative karyotype for 

cells that have traversed three membranes in succession, 

cells designated A375P-3. Feature 1 points to the clonal 

t(1;6) translocation marker chromosome, which is remarkably 

constant in these cells. Increased ploidy is seen for 

chromosomes 1, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, and the X 

chromosome. Four identifiable markers are seen. The pre

dominance of chromosome 7 that is seen in A375P-2 is 

maintained in this karyotype, with six copies of 

chromosome 7 evident. Figure 18 is also a karyotype of 

A37 5P-3. While the t(l;6) clonal marker is not as clearly 

evident as in Figure 13, there is an interesting anomaly 

(Ml) which appears to be an isochromosome composed of two 

lq arms joined at a common centromere. Increased ploidy 

is seen for chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 7, 11, 15, 16, and 21. 
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Chromosomes 8, 9, 10 are not represented at all; which 

is consistent with the data presented above showing a 

strong downward trend in modal number occurring concurrent

ly with successive tumor cell invasion of a basement 

membrane. Five unidentifiable abnormal marker chromosomes 

are seen at the bottom of Figure 18 (M2-M6). Figure 19 

presents the karyotype of the control cell passage 

A375P P55 and is unremarkable. 

Double Minute Chromosomes 

Table 1 presents in compact form the data from 

counting double minute chromosomes in invasive cells. 

The most important vertical column in this table is 

labelled "% Cells w/DMs" in which it is readily apparent 

that 18% of the metaphases examined after two successive 

membrane passages contained double minute chromosomes. 

This is an increase of 15% over the percentage of DM con

taining cells seen in the initial, pre-invasion cell 

population (A375P P18) . Control cell populations examined 

were A375P P19, A375P P21, and A375P P19 cells removed 

with trypsin from monolayer growth on a denuded human 

amnion. While the proportion of cells containing DMs was 

consistently low for the first three control passages, it 

is very interesting to note that cells growing on the base

ment membrane had a dramatically higher percentage of cells 
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Quantitation of DMs Before and After Invasion 

#DMs 0 1 2 3 4 5-7 8-10 11-14 15+ Pange w?S&s 

# A375P Cells P18 97 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1-4 3% 
Counted on 
Plastic P19 92 3 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 1-6 8% 
Counted on 
Plastic 

P21** 96 3.3 1.3 1.7 1 0.7 0.7 0 0 1-10 8.3% 

# A375P P19 
Cells Counted 
on Amnion 88 3 3 1 1 1 3 0 0 1-9 12% 

# A375P Cells 
Counted Post-
Invasion (2 Amnions) 82 1 2 3 4 1 2 1 4 1-89 18% 

2 
* p values are derived from Chi tests caiparing the EM 

content of A375P cells 'on amnion' and 'post invasion1 

with the total control population. 
** Data derived from 3 distinct populations of passage 21 

A375P cells were normalized to 100. 

Table 1. Comparison of the DM content of A375P cells before and after invasion of the 
aimiotic basement merrtorane. The control A375P cells examined for DMs consisted of 5 
distinct populations of cells frcan tissue culture passages 18, 19 and 21 and were 
harvested directly frcan plastic. To standardize the oonparisons, the experimental 
data was compared to the entire control population. Passage 19 A375P cells were 
prepared for DM quantitation following a 16 hour attachment to the amnion. There was 
an increase in the nurrber of cells containing DMs after the attachment period (12% of 
the amnion attached cells vs. 7.4% for the total control population) , hcwever, there 
was no significant difference in the number of DMs/cell (1-9 for amnion vs. 1-10 for 
total controls; p=.557) . By corrparison, the EM content of A375P-2 cells, which had 
invaded 2 amnions, is significantly higher than the control populations on plastic 
(p .001)', both in the percentage of cells with DMs (13%) and in the range of DMs 
per cell (1-89). 
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containing DMs (12%) . One possible explanation for 

this observation is that gene amplification leading to 

tumor cell invasion of an extracellular matrix may be 

induced by cell contact with certain components of the 

basement membrane. Clearly the induction of gene amplifica

tion in this regard would seem to be radically different 

from the selective etiology currently postulated for the 

emergence of drug resistant phenotypes. In addition to an 

increased percentage of metaphases containing DMs, the 

range of numbers of DMs per DM-containing metaphase also 

increased from one to four DMs per DM-containing metaphase 

in the original cell population to one to eighty-nine DMs 

per DM-containing metaphase in the cell population that 

had successively traversed two basement membranes. 

Figure 20 graphically illustrates the rapid loss of 

double minute chromosomes from the high percentage DM-

containing cell population as a function of cell culture 

passage. As indicated above, cells that had successfully 

invaded two successive basement membranes in the Mega-MICS 

invasion chamber were found to have increases in both the 

number of metaphases containing DMs and in the number of 

DMs per metaphase. 
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Figure 20. Effect of culture time on the number of CM 
containing cells in the A375P—2 and A375P oell papulations. 
% DM containing cells in A375P-2 populations (•), and % DM 
containing cells in A375P control cell populations (*). 
All passages represent 5-6 days in culture with the 
exception of passage 1 of the A375P-2 cell population, 
which was in culture for 15 days prior to the' first passage. 



CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION 

The results presented above suggest to this 

author that three kinds of noteworthy cytogenetic change 

are occurring concomitant with the progression to base

ment membrane invasive capacity in human melanoma cell 

populations. Whether or not these changes are somehow 

etiologic for invasion cannot be determined from this 

work, as this is a correlative study which draws notice to 

certain cytologic phenomena that occur in a tumor cell 

population with a particular phenotype (invasion) but not 

in a closely related control cell population which has not 

been selected for this phenotype. It will have to be left 

to other workers to reaffirm these observations, make and 

test hypotheses concerning the role of these abnormalities 

in invasion, and devise specific clinical strategies for 

the treatment of malignant melanoma which utilize an ad

vanced genetic understanding of tumor progression for the 

prevention of metastasis at the level of basement mem

brane invasion. 

The first result of note is that invasive A375P 

human melanoma cells as isolated in the Mega-MICS chamber 

60 



have a diminished degree of aneuploidy from the constant 

high levels of aneuploidy seen in noninvasive control 

cell populations of the same passage number. As indi

cated above, aneuploidy is the state of having fewer or 

more than the exact diploid multiple of sets of chromo

somes. In this case the decrease in aneuploidy is from 

the near tetraploid range of 72.85 in the parental cell 

population (Figure 2) to 62.18 in the cell population 

that has undergone three successive membrane passages 

(Figure 7). This drop represents an average loss of ten 

chromosomes per metaphase, and it is very interesting to 

note that the average number of chromosomes per metaphase 

in the control cell populations ultimately is very close 

to that of the starting cell population. However, in 

trying to assess the meaning of this data we must also 

take note of two anomalies within the overall downward 

trend of modal numbers. First, after one membrane pas

sage the modal number is seen to increase from 72.85 

to 84.14 (Figure 3). Second, the control cell line for 

the second membrane passage, A375P P41, evinces a similar 

increase in average ploidy from 75.74 to 87.81. Both of 

these changes in ploidy can be interpreted in two dif

ferent ways. First, they may indicate that any changes 

in ploidy seen in these cell lines are essentially ran

dom and that one cannot draw any conclusions from what 
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seems to be a downward trend. This is disputed by the 

fact that the range of numbers of chromosomes per meta-

phase and the bimodal distribution of these numbers per 

cell line are essentially equivalent to those of the 

parental A375P P33 cell line. Even if we allow for the 

probable presence of broken or incomplete metaphases, a 

common occurence in metaphase preparations from solid 

tumor cells, the large sample size (100 metaphases) 

would seem to insure that the downward trend is genuine. 

The second interpretation of this downward trend is that 

there is an upper limit to the numbers of chromosomes 

per cell that may be tolerated by a viable, invasive 

cell population. Cells that exceed this upper limit 

could retain their extra chromosomes only by becoming 

multinucleate, or syncytial, and it is possible that 

there would be some selective pressures exerted against 

these kinds of cells due to crowding of the metaphase 

plate. This "mechanical" type of selection might be 

nonrandomly disposed with respect to cells that had ac

cumulated a large number of supernumerary chromosomes, 

and random with respect to which chromosomes are actually 

lost; assuming that all centric chromosomes are mechanis

tic equals at metaphase. A nonmechanical scheme of 

selective chromosome loss in tumor cells would involve 

the nonrandom loss of chromosomes bearing genes that 
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either impede or are not essential to the growth and 

malignant transformation of a clonal cell population. 

Much work involving the karyotypic analysis of interspecies 

cell to cell hybrids, where one of the parental cells form

ing the hybrid is tumorigenic, has shown that the reexpres-

sion of the tumorigenic phenotype in the daughter hybrid 

cell(s) is often strongly correlated with the nonrandom 

loss of particular chromosomes (59). More recently, 

Weissman and colleagues (60) have demonstrated that the 

normal human chromosome 11 may contain dominant genes 

which supress tumorigenesis„ These workers observed that 

an llpl3 deletion had been consistently described in cyto

genetic analysis of tumor cells from advanced cases of 

Wilms' Tumor, and that this specific deletion seemed to 

coincide with the progression of this disease. When a 

normal human chromosome 11 was placed, via the technique 

of microcell hybridization, into such deletion-bearing 

Wilms* Tumor cells the in vivo tumorigenic phenotype of 

these cells was entirely supressed. This is an exciting 

finding, not only because it informs us about the role of 

chromosome loss and deletion in tumor progression and the 

function of tumor suppressing genes, but because a greater 

understanding of these phenomena could lead to an effective 

regime of gene therapy in the future treatment of those 

cancers that have hereditary diatheses. With respect to 
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the work described in this thesis, however, it is difficult 

to identify any specific chromosome loss or deletion that 

is consistently seen in the karyotypes of the invasive cell 

lines, except that there does seem to be a tendency towards 

monosomy of chromosomes 8 and 9 in the invasive cell lines. 

Dzarlieva and colleagues (61) have also noted a tendency 

towards monosomy for certain chromosomes in the highly 

metastatic variant cells of the murine Eb cell line. 

The second finding described in this thesis is 

the apparent gain in copy number of normal chromosome 7. 

This increase is not seen in the control cell passage 

metaphases. It must be stressed that the increase in 

copy number for chromosome 7 is often relative to an over

all increase in ploidy for other chromosomes. For example, 

Figure 11 is a karyotype of the cell line A375P-1 in which 

five copies of chromosome 7 are evident. There are also 

five copies of chromosomes 1 and 11. The relative impor

tance that I attach to the increase in copy number for 

chromosome 7 stems first from the fact that increased 

ploidy and other abnormalities of chromosome 1 have been 

demonstrated to be nonspecific in solid tumors of diverse 

histological origin (24). Second, chromosome 7 has been 

determined to be the chromosomal location of the gene for 

the epidermal growth factor receptor (62), and Koprowski 

and co-workers (63) have demonstrated that increased copy 
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number of chromosome 7 in human malignant melanoma 

correlates with an increase in expression of the epidermal 

growth factor receptor. As a form of gene amplification, 

then, we can postulate that the random acquisition of extra 

copies of chromosome 7 by mitotic nondisjunction may confer 

a selective advantage in growth on a small proportion of 

cells in the heterogeneous parental cell population. This 

growth advantage may also coincide with an increased 

invasive capacity of these cells, so that immediately after 

invasion, and for at least two or three cell generations 

thereof, the population of cells that has been selected for 

invasive capacity will be relatively homogeneous with 

respect to their invasiveness and their increased copy 

number of chromosome 7. Clearly, the true test of this 

train of thought would be to first assay for increased 

expression of epidermal growth factor receptor in invasive 

cells and their parental cell lines, using flourescence-

labelled anti-EGF receptor monoclonal antibodies or 

southern blotting; second, to characterize the differential 

growth kinetics of invasive and noninvasive parental 

cell lines. 

The third result reported in this thesis is an 

increase in both the number and incidence of the small 

extrachromosomal bodies known as double minute chromosomes 

in invasive cells over their noninvasive parental 



cell lines. ' As yet, the exact significance of this 

putative evidence for gene amplification is unclear. 

Do the double minutes contain amplified oncogenes, 

amplified protease genes, or are they entirely an artifact 

of cell treatment in the Mega-MICS chambers? I think that 

the answer to the last question is mitigated somewhat by 

the experimental controls reported, but the true impor

tance of this data will emerge if similar results are 

reported when this work is repeated with different cell 

lines. It will also be interesting to see if there is any 

variation in the number of double minutes if the kind of 

extracellular matrix used as a selective barrier is changed; 

e„g. an artificially reconstituted basement membrane is 

used instead of a human amnion. This is because I suspect 

that the genes that would be amplified in copy number in 

an invasive subpopulation of cells would primarily be 

concerned with cell adhesion to the correct substrate, and 

secondarily with protease mediated cell penetration during 

basement membrane invasion. Following this line of reason

ing, one would want to examine both invasive cells and 

their double minutes with molecular probes derived from 

molecules such as the laminin receptor and type IV 

collagenase0 Also, since gene amplification in malignant 

melanoma in the form of increased copy number of chromo

some 7 has been reported both in this thesis and by other 
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workers one might ask whether the genes in the double 

minutes seen in invasive cells are derived from chromosome 

7„ Since the relationship between double minutes and HSRs 

in the drug resistance model is relatively well understood, 

and this model was presented in the introduction to this 

thesis as a paradigm for the gene amplification scenario 

which may occur in invasive tumor cells, one could first 

approach this question by examining pre- and postinvasive 

melanoma cell populations for HSRs; particularly for 

chromosome 7 associated HSRs, although none were seen in 

this work. Second, the double minutes could be examined 

with chromosome 7-specific molecular probes, particularly 

the EGF receptor probe. Also, if one could purify the 

double minutes after the method of Barker (64) one might 

characterize and compare their restriction fragment length 

polymorphisms (RIFLIPs) with those established for chromo

some 7. Clearly there are many paths that one may travel 

in the exploration of the genetic basis of tumor cell 

invasion; this author recommends liberal pruning with 

Occam's razor at every step lest one lose sight of the 

forest for the trees« 

In conclusion, this author has attempted to 

describe here some work conducted in the cytogenetic 

characterization of an invasive population of human 

melanoma cells that has been selected in vitro out of a 



larger, more heterogeneous cell population of low invasive 

potential. These changes include an overall decrease in 

aneuploidy for invasive cell lines, an increase in copy 

number of chromosome 7, and an increased number and inci

dence of double minute chromosomes in invasive cell lines 

over their noninvasive parental cell lines. 
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